To improve the recognition rate of the speech emotion, new spectral features based on local Hu moments of Gabor spectrograms are proposed, denoted by GSLHu-PCA. Firstly, the logarithmic energy spectrum of the emotional speech is computed. Secondly, the Gabor spectrograms are obtained by convoluting logarithmic energy spectrum with Gabor wavelet. Thirdly, Gabor local Hu moments(GLHu) spectrograms are obtained through block Hu strategy, then discrete cosine transform (DCT) is used to eliminate correlation among components of GLHu spectrograms. Fourthly, statistical features are extracted from cepstral coefficients of GLHu spectrograms, then all the statistical features form a feature vector. Finally, principal component analysis (PCA) is used to reduce redundancy of features. The experimental results on EmoDB and ABC databases validate the effectiveness of GSLHu-PCA.
Introduction
To make human-computer interaction more intelligent, speech emotion recognition (SER) becomes more important [1] . In addition, people often produce some negative emotions, effective identification of these emotions can help to improve the individual cognition and work efficiency [2] . So, SER is of great practical significance.
To effectively recognize the emotion in speech, many kinds of speech features have been presented. Among them, spectral features are the most common features, such as MFCC and PLP [3] , [4] . Although these two features can accurately recognize speech content, they have poor performance in SER. Recently, research has shown that image feature extraction algorithms can extract emotional features from speech spectrogram. Some work (e.g. [5] ) uses Hu moments to describe local energy distribution of spectrogram which is related to emotion types, while others [6] , [7] use texture feature extraction algorithms to extract local texture features from spectrogram. Features mentioned above achieve better recognition results than MFCC. Despite these contributions, those image features still cannot characterize the emotional information in spectrogram adequately, and the spectrogram cannot provide more information for those algorithms, so further study is needed. According to the above analysis, new spectral features based on local Hu moments of Gabor spectrograms are proposed, denoted by GSLHu-PCA. GSLHu-PCA uses Gabor wavelet to highlight local energy changes of spectrogram, and adopts block Hu strategy to describe local energy distribution of Gabor spectrograms, then DCT is used to eliminate correlation among components of Gabor local Hu moments spectrograms. Statistical features are computed for further processing. Finally, principal component analysis (PCA) is used to reduce redundancy of features. The experimental results on the EmoDB and ABC databases show that GSLHu-PCA not only achieves the best SER performance, but also the best fusion performance.
Spectral Features Based on Local Hu Moments of Gabor Spectrograms

2.1
The Principle of GSLHu-PCA Figure 1 shows the flowcharts of the proposed GSLHu-PCA and HuWSF [5] . As described in Fig. 1 1) The emotional speech signal s is framed into shortterm segments S (n).
2) STFT coefficient X ( f ) is generated by short-time Fourier transform (STFT) from S (n).
3) Mel spectrum Mel ( f ) and logarithmic energy spectrum E (m) are computed through formula (1) and (2) .
(1)
where f l , f h are the low and high boundaries of the computed speech frequency. M is the number of Mel filters. H m ( f ) is the triangular filter. 4) Gabor spectrograms P μ,v are obtained through formula (3). Here, μ ∈ (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) is the Kernel direction of Gabor and v ∈ (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) is the Kernel scale of Gabor.
where conv (·) is convolution operation, E is logarithmic energy spectrogram. The Gabor wavelet ψ μ,v is defined as following:
where z is the spatial position of pixel; σ is the radius of the Gauss's function. In formula (5),
Hu strategy is used to calculate local Hu moments of each Gabor spectrogram. Firstly, P μ,v is divided into (K − w + 1) * (M/w) blocks B i j by (6) .
where w is the size of block, w j means w * j. K is the number of emotional speech frames. Secondly, Hu moments I of B i j is acquired by (7) . Here, β 20 and β 02 are calculated by (8) , (9), (10) and (11) .
where U, V is the width and the height of block respectively. α pq is the (p + q) − th order normalized center moment, β pq is the (p + q) − th order center moment, ε pq is the (p + q) − th order moment, and 
8) PCA is used to reduce features redundancy, and GSLHu-PCA is generated.
The Analysis and Evaluation Framework of GSLHu-PCA
It has been reported that energy on spectrogram varies with emotion types and local energy distribution of spectrogram is related to speech emotion [5] - [7] . Gabor wavelet [8] is a multi-scales and multi-directions analytical tool, which highlights the local energy changes of signal and also retains the information of signal. Figure 2 shows logarithmic energy spectrograms E and partial Gabor spectrograms P μ,v . It can be seen from Fig. 2 that each Gabor spectrogram has a similar global distribution of voiceprint, which means that each Gabor spectrogram retains partial distribution of logarithmic energy spectrogram. It also can be seen from Fig. 2 that local energy distribution of each Gabor spectrogram is different from each other. This is because Gabor wavelet describes local energy changes of spectrogram under different angles. Gabor wavelet with 5 scales and 8 directions is used in this letter. There are totally 40 Gabor spectrograms for one utterance, which means that Gabor spectrograms have Fig. 2 Logarithmic energy spectrogram and Gabor spectrograms clearer local energy changes than energy spectrogram. So Gabor spectrograms are used instead of logarithmic energy spectrogram. In addition, block Hu strategy can evaluate the degree of how energy of frequencies concentrates to some frequencies in a block of spectrogram, which describes local energy distribution of spectrogram [5] . So block Hu strategy is used to describe local energy distribution of Gabor spectrograms. After Gabor and block Hu processing, DCT is used to eliminate correlation among components of GLHu spectrograms and PCA is used to reduce redundancy of statistical features. SER framework includes 3 steps: feature extraction, feature selection, classification. Similar to the experimental setting of Ref. [5] , GSLHu-PCA is performed for feature extraction and the following feature statistics methods are seleted: mean, std, max, min, kurtosis, skewness, range and median. MCFS algorithm [9] is used for feature selection and SVM with polynomial kernel is selected as classifier.
Experiments
Database and Evaluation Criteria
EmoDB [10] and ABC corpuses [11] are selected as simulation databases. EmoDB corpus is composed of 535 utterances from ten professional actors, which contains seven kinds of emotional speeches: anger, boredom, disgust, fear, happiness, neutral and sadness. ABC corpus is composed of 430 utterances from 8 actors which contains six kinds of emotional speeches: aggressive, cheerful, intoxicated, nervous, neutral, and tired. All the utterances are randomly divided into 5 equal parts, 4 parts act as training set and the remaining 1 part acts as testing set. The above steps are repeated 10 times to eliminate the random impact. The weighted average recall(WA) is used as evaluation criteria. WA is the total number of correctly classified test samples of all classes averaged by the total number of test samples [12] .
Single Feature Recognition Experiment
Some of the most popular spectral features are compared, which contain MFCC, HuWSF and PLP. As described in Sect. 2.2, all spectral features are computed by the same statistical methods. Meanwhile, the first and the second derivatives of these features are also computed. The dimensions of MFCC, HuWSF and PLP are 288, 672 and 1008 respectively. Figure 3 shows the WA of different features after PCA processing, where SVM with polynomial kernel is selected as classifier. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that 250-dimensions GSLHu-PCA achieves better results in both databases. Meanwhile, 250-dimensions features are near to the dimensions of MFCC. So 250-dimensions GSLHu-PCA is used in this letter. It is worth noting that GSLHu-PCA achieves better results than HuWSF after PCA processing. As described in Fig. 1 , only L μ,v are remained in GSLHu-PCA, while Q and T Q are remained in HuWSF, which means that it is easier to extract emotional features from L μ,v and the introduction of Gabor makes GSLHu-PCA achieving better recognition performance. Based on SER framework of Sect. 2.2, Fig. 4 shows the recognition results of different features and Table 1 shows the maximum WA of different features in Fig. 4 . Compared with HuWSF, PLP and MFCC, the maximum WA of GSLHu-PCA is improved by 1.6%, 5.53% and 12.68% respectively in EmoDB, and is improved by 1.35%, 4.97% and 7.47% respectively in ABC.
Pairwise t-tests are conducted to further evaluate performance of GSLHu-PCA. To ensure the testing set containing sufficient samples, database is randomly divided into 2 equal parts. One part acts as training set and the remained part is divided into 5 equal datasets. Each dataset acts as a testing set. Based on SER framework of Sect. 2.2, Table 2 shows the maximum WA of HuWSF and GSLHu-PCA for one experiment. GSLHu-PCA is statistical significance in both corpuses (p EmoDB = 0.031 < 0.05, p ABC = 0.024 < 0.05). After the experiment is repeated 10 times, GSLHu-PCA is also statistical significance because the average p in two corpuses are p EmoDB = 0.0373 and p ABC = 0.0294.
Fusion Feature Recognition Experiment
In order to detect the fusion performance of GSLHu-PCA, GSLHu-PCA is fused with acoustic feature set PROS [5] . The PROS feature set is INTERSPEECH2010 feature set [13] of removing MFCC and contains: loudness, logarithmic power of Mel-frequency bands, the 8 line spectral pair frequencies, the envelope of the smoothed fundamental frequency contour, the voicing probability of the final fundamental frequency candidate. The PROS feature set totally includes 952 features. The comparison fusion features include: PROS + GSLHu-PCA, PROS + PLP, PROS + MFCC, PROS + HuWSF. Based on SER framework of Sect. 2.2, Fig. 5 shows the recognition results of different fusion features and Table 3 shows that the maximum WA of different fusion features in Fig. 5 . Compared with PROS + HuWSF, PROS + PLP and PROS + MFCC, the maximum WA of PROS + GSLHu-PCA is improved by 1.15%, 3.17% and 3.31% respectively in EmoDB, and is improved by 4.45%, 6.38% and 4.42% respectively in ABC. The experimental results show that GSLHu-PCA not only achieves the best SER performance, but also the best fusion performance.
Conclusions
In this letter, new spectral features based on local Hu moments of Gabor spectrograms are proposed, denoted by GSLHu-PCA. GSLHu-PCA uses Gabor wavelet to highlight local energy changes of spectrogram and adopts block Hu strategy to describe local energy distribution of Gabor spectrograms. GSLHu-PCA has the following advantages: (1) SER performance of GSLHu-PCA is better than that of the most classic spectral features. (2) GSLHu-PCA shows the best fusion performance, which can be used as an effective complement to improve the recognition performance of SER system.
